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Summary. Program and results of investigation of dynamical phe
nomena occuring in hydraulic hammers used in mining industry are 
discused. In particular, investigation techniques are characteri
zed and method of numerical processing of measurement signals is 
presented. Results of identifikaction of working characteristics 
and of hydraulic efficiency of a prototype hammer design are gives 
as an example of experimental techniques applied.

INTRODUCTION

Hydraulic hammers are extensively used in mining and quarrying. Their 
application includes breaking oversized boulders, scaling works in mines, 
trenching in frozen and hard ground, tunnelling and the like.

In development of hydraulic hammers a comprise must be sought for 
between the tendency to achieve maximum efficiency of transforming the 
hydrostatic energy of working medium (oil) into the energy of tool and 
the necessity to attenuate the negative effect of the impact on both the 
hammer structural system itself and the hammer mounting and displacement 
systems. That is why it'is worthwhile to search for the new and to verify 
the existing calculation and measurement methods in the first place with 

the aim to achieve;

- more rational shaping of load-carrying structures and driving mechanisms 
or hydraulic hammers,

- more precise evaluation of performance efficiency of hydraulic hammer 

heads.

The paper presents the experimental techniques and the methods of 
numerical processing of recorded meaaureme, t signals applied by the 
authors in their investigation on the problems outlined above.
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STRUCTURAL SCHEME OF TOTAL EFFICIENCY OF HYDRAULIC HAMMER

When the traditional atructure of hydraulic hammer of piston type 
used in mining is considered as a dynamical system, three stages of 
energy transform can be distlnguised (Fig, 1):

Stage I :
- transformation of hydraulic medium energy into kinetic energy of the 

piston (in both working and return cycle)

Stage II:
- transformation of piston energy into the energy of the tool 

Stage III:
- transformation of tool energy into the work of rock breaking,

c

Fig. 1, Flow diagram for energy transformation in a typical structure of
hydraulic hammer

An efficiency i = 1,2,3 can be ascribed to each of those stages,
where:

^  - hydraulic efficiency,

- efficiency of the impact,

- rock breaking efficiency

while the total efficiency tjc of hydraulic hammer is determined by the 
relation:

3

* c - n  %. (i
i=l

Problems of the analysis of the efficiences ^  and ^  were consi
dered by the authors in the papers £2, 3, 4].

The present paper is devoted to the investigation problems concerning 
the experimental analysis of hydraulic efficiency of hydraulic
hammers.
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Remark

The specific conditions of energy transformation characteristic of 
non-traditional solutions of hammers, e.g.:

- hydraulic hammers with the accumulator of recuperation energy in the 
return motion of the piston [l],

- hydraulic hammers in which impact of the type "metal-inermediate 
medium- metal” occurs [5],

are not taken into account in the structural scheme of the total effi
ciency of hydraulic hammer presented in Fig. 1.

IDENTIFICATION OF HYDRAULIC EFFICIENCY OF HAMMER

The identification of the efficiency of hydraulic hammers used in the 
technology of rock breaking can be most easily carried out on the base of 
the so called working characteristics of hydraulic hammers. Those cha
racteristics are defined as follow:

a) energy characteristic gives the dependence] of impact energy Eu ot 
the piston on the controllable parameters of hydraulic head, determi
ned in general by the vector Mg, i.e.:

Eu « $ e (1He ) (2)

b) frequency characteristic expresses the dependence] of impact frequency 
f of the piston on the controllable parameters of hydraujlic head, 
determined in general by the vector i.e.:

fu -$f(Hf) (3)

From experimental investigation [sj it follows that with the accuracy 
sufficient for practical applications working characteristics (2) and (3) 
can be presented in the form linearized relations of the form:

Eu “ kp (Ph' V  • Ph'
(4)

fu “ kQ (Ph' V  • Qh

With these relations allowed for, the efficiency ^  of the hydrau
lic head of the hammer that expresses the effectiveness of transformation 
of hydrostatic energy of oil stream of intensity Qh and pressure ph 
into kinetic energy of piston Eu ■ 1/2 m^v^ (m^, v^ denoting mass and 
velocity of the piston respectively) can be expressed as:
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where: kp{o/MPaJ, kg[l/ej - coefficients of linearized working cha
racteristics (4) of the hammer.

Numerical values of the coefficients kp and kQ can be approsimately 
assessed theoretically in the way presented by the authors in the paper

t > ] .
Numerical values of coefficients kp and kg for prototype hammers, 

for hammers after modernization or overhaul etc. can be corrected on the 
base of the series of diagnostic tests carried out according to the 
method given below.

TESTING STAND AND MEASURING APPARATUS

Experimental investigation of the working process of hydraulic hammer 
has been carried otu on a model testing stand comprising hydraulic impact 
head, set, of hydroaccumulators, load-^carrying structure and hydraulic 
power pack. 1

Reciprocating motion of the piston is obtained in the conditions of 
continuous supply of high-pressure oil stream into the front working 
chamber of impact head cylinder, while the back chamber is alternatively 
connected to high-pressure line (working motion) or to flow-off line 
(return motion). Working principle of hydraulic impact head applied in 
the experimental stand is explained in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Working principle of hydraulic impact head used in the testing
stand

1 - hammer, piston, 2 - slide valve piston, 3 - set of hydroaccumluators
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Set of hydroaccumuiators consists of four bladder-type accumulators, 
each of 2,5 dm3 capacity, independently connectable to the installation. 

Basic parameters of the model testing stand are as follow:

-nominal range of working pressure ph = 10-20 MPa,
- nominal range of oil flow Qh - 30-40 dffiS/min,

3- capacity of the set of accumulators Va = 0-10 dm ,
- blow frequency of piston fu = 0-800 impacts/rain,
- blow energy of piston Eu = 0-250 0,
- maximum piston stroke s^ = 10-18 mm
- working medium: hydrol 30 oil,
- head mass ca 40 kg.

Measurements of working pro
cess parameters were ¡carried 
out in the following way.

a. Pressure

Fig. 3. Block diagram of an investiga
tion method of working process of hy

draulic hammer
1 - hammer piston, 2 - slide valve pi
ston, 3 - set of accumulators, 4,5,6 -• 
strain gauge manometers, 7 - turbine - 
type flow mater, 8,9 - differential - 
transformer pickups, 10 - strain gaqge 

bolts

Head working pressures p^ 
and pg and pressures and 
p2 in the chambers of working 
cylinder were measured with 
strain gauge manometers with 
cylinder-shaped thin-walled 
element, onto which strain 
gauges were glued in axial and 
circumferential direction.

b. Flow intensity

Qh ofVolumetric intensity 
oil flow was measured using an 
electrodynamic method based on 
the application of turbinmeter 
"TURBOQUANT" of the range up 
to 66 dm3/min.

c. Displacements

nethod based on the differential-trans 
-ange +_ 25 mm.

For measurements of linear 
displacements s^ of hammer 
piston and linear displacements 
s r of slide) valve piston was 
used a passive indictive-type 

former pickups P3 x 50 of the
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d. Impact force

Impact force Fu was measured using a method based on the application 
of strain gauges. Two independent Wheatstone bridges were glued on the 
bolts that support a cross-bar against which the hammer strikes. Output 
signals from particular bridges were summed up in an electronic adder.

Investigation method applied is presented in Fig. 3. Basic set of 
measuring apparatus consists of:

- six-chennel DC strain gauge bridge,
- two-channel set of carrier wave type for linear displacement measure

ments,
-  single-channel turbine-type set for measurements of the intensity of 

oil flow in impact head pressure line,
- two-channel electronic adder,
- measuring tape recorder of FM type,
- digital oscilloscope.

TESTING PROCEDURE

Analogue recording of measurement signals on magnetic tape was applied 
using FM system. The signals were then reproduced using A/D converter of 
the digital oscilloscope and loaded into disc memory of a computer (e.g. 
of IBM PC/AT type). Signals were analysed with the help of the integrated 
set for data processing STATGRAPHICS. It includes over 250 various nume
rical and graphical procedures.

With regard to the experimental investigation of the working process 
of hydraulic hammer the following procedures of STATGRAFPHICS set are 
particularly useful:

- TIME SERIES PROCEDURES: Smoothing, Time Series Analysis used for 
filtering and for differentiation of the recorded signals corresponding 
to the displacements sfa(t) of the piston with the aim of assessing 
its velocity v^ necessary for the avaluation of its kinetic energy at 
the moment of impact,

- ANOVA AND REGRESSION ANALYSIS: Analysis of Variance, Regression Analy
sis used for statistical treatment of experimental results and for 
assessing (based on the least square method) of the values of coeffi
cients kp and k^ of working characteristics according to (4),

- PLOTTING AND DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS: Plotting Function that enabled to 
obtain the measurement oscillograms of required configuration.

Soma selected oscillograms are presented in Fig. 4.

A
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Fig. 4. Typical oscillograms obtained from the experimental investigation 
of a tested hydraulic hammer

In the aplied variation range of controllable parameters: 

ph = 14-20 MPa, Qh - 30-40 dm3/min, » 0-10 dm3 

the following evaluations of working characteristics were obtained:

Eu = kp (Ph' Va ) ' Ph * (0.7-13,8).h. (6 )
fu " kQ (Ph' V  * ^  “ (0,14-0,30).Qh

The lowest values of the coefficient kp [o/MPa] correspond to the
hammer operation without the application of the set of hydroaccumulators,
i.e. for Vg = 0. Those values were found to be practically independent of
the value of working pressure p^. Maximum values of kp Qj/MPa] were 
obtained in the case of oil working pressure ph > 1 6  MPa, when the 
working cycle of the hammer was assisted with oil stream from the set of 
accumulators of joint volume Vg >  7,5 dm3 .

With regard to the frequency characteristic the upper limits of the 
range of the values of-coefficient kQ [l/sj correspond to the hammer 
being fed at the pressure p^ >  16 MPa with no working cycle assistance, 

i.e. for Va = 0.
Hydraulic efficiency of the tested impact head assessed on the base 

of the analysis of measurement results was found to vary within the broad 

range:
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\  1 *0- 21'0 w  <7 >

its minimum values ijj = 1,0% being observed in case of the operation 
with no accumulator application (i.e. for \fQ = 0). In the conditions of 
working cycle being assisted with oil stream from the accumulators of 
total active capacity V0 > 7 , 5  dm3 and under working pressure p^ > 1 6  MPa 
considerably higher values of hammer efficiency of the range = 20-21% 
were obtained.

RECAPITULATION

Laboratory investigations confirmed the effectiveness of the developed 
method of diagnostic testing of hydraulic hammers applied in mining and 
of investigation of working process occuring in them. Treatment of 
results if experimental investigations of that type can be successfully 
assisted by the application of the analogue recording of measurement 
signals and of the integrated data processing system STATGRAPHICS based 
on commonly applied computer set of IBM PC/AT type. Application of the 
suggested diagnostic testing method makes it possible to analyze working 
characteristics and efficiency of hydraulic hammers of any size in 
various working conditions.
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DOŚWIADCZALNE b a d a n i a  zcjawisk d y n a m i c z n y c h  w  m ł o t a c h h y d r a u l i c z n y c h
STOSOWANYCH W PRZEMYŚLE GÓRNICZYM

S t r e s z c z e n i e

Omówiono program oraz wyniki identyfikacji zjawisk dynamicznych w pro
cesie roboczym górniczych młotów hydraulicznych. W szczególności scharak
teryzowano stosowane techniki badawcze oraz metodę numerycznego przetwa
rzania rejestrowanych sygnałów pomiarowych. Dako przykład aplikacyjny 
stosowanych technik doświadczalnych przedstawiono wyniki identyfikacji 
charakterystyk eksploatacyjnych oraz sprawności pewnej prototypowej kon
strukcji młota.

SKCIffiPEMEHTAJIbHiffi HCnHTAHHH JBfHAMHHECKHX HBJffiHHtf 
B rcmPABJMHECKHX MOJIOTAX nPHMEHHEMHX 
B rOPHOiOEŁlBAXmE0 nPOMhEUIEHHOCTH

P e a b  ¥ e

OÓcyjŁHeHO nporpaMMy a pe3yjiŁiaiu acnBUajmaił xaHaMaaecKax KBzeHaił Buciy- 
narauax b ra^paBzaaecKHX MojioTax npaueaseimx b ropHO^oSuBaiocieił npoMunuieH- 
hocth. OcoÓeHHO oxapaKiepa3apoBaHO HcczesoBaTezŁCKae lexaaaa a npe^cTa- 
bjibho iiH$poByio oÓpaCoTKy a3uepaTeabHHx carHajioB. IIo^aHO pe3yjił>TaiH KjeaiH- 
$auapoBąHHa paOoaax xapaKiepacTBKB a raspaBJiaaeoKoił npoiOTanaofl 3$$eKTBB- 
hoctb KOHCTpyxuaa uojioTa, aaa npuMep npaMeHeHaa OKcnepeMemazbaoił TexHaxa.


